Gumption by Nick Offerman
The star of Parks and Recreation pays tribute to inspiring mischief makers, from George Washington to Willie Nelson, while expounding on such topics as religion, handcrafting, and meat.

Sure, I'll Be Your Black Friend by Ben Philippe
Biography Philippe
Ben Philippe presents an adult essay collection that frankly recounts his lifetime of experience as the only Black person in predominantly white school, work, and social environments.

All the Women in My Brain by Betty Gilpin
Biography Gilpin
Betty Gilpin presents a collection of hilarious and intimate essays from the scores of different women in her brain, with discussions on modern womanhood, life in Hollywood, and more.

Hello, Molly! by Molly Shannon
Biography Shannon
The actress looks back on losing her mother, sister, and cousin in a car accident, as well as her days as a beloved Saturday Night Live cast member.

Love That Story by Jonathan Van Ness
Biography Van Ness
The star of Netflix's Queer Eye takes a thoughtful, in-depth look at current topics through his own personal experience, providing stories that speak to challenging internalized beliefs.

Robin by Dave Itzkoff
Biography Williams
The New York Times culture reporter presents a portrait of Robin Williams that illuminates his comic brilliance, conflicting emotions, and often misunderstood character.

Comedy Comedy Comedy Drama: A Memoir by Bob Odenkirk
Biography Odenkirk
The Emmy-winning star of Mr. Show, Breaking Bad, and Better Call Saul discusses his early career as a cult comedy writer, as well as his reinvention as a star at age 50.

From dark comedy to screwball silliness, you're sure to find laughter among the pages of these multi-genre selections.
Fiction

Memoirs and Misinformation
by Jim Carrey
Follow the experiences of a successful but lonely, slightly overweight movie star who seeks to escape depression through a new romance and Oscar-worthy role, only to discover the universe’s alternative plans.

Nonfiction

Furiously Happy
by Jenny Lawson
A hysterical, ridiculous book about crippling depression and anxiety? That sounds like a terrible idea, but terrible ideas are what Jenny Lawson does best.

Creativity
by John Cleese
The Monty Python comic master shares lighthearted advice on how anyone can learn the skill of creativity, drawing on whimsical personal experience to explain how to get into the right frame of mind.

How to Take Over the World
by Ryan North
Drawing on known science and real-world technologies, a best-selling author and award-winning comics writer presents a tongue-in-cheek guide for would-be supervillains.

Single and Forced to Mingle
by Melissa Croce
A humorous guidebook to survive and thrive being single and graciously endure rude, cringe-worthy comments from well-meaning, but misguided family and friends.

Eating Salad Drunk: Haikus for the Burnout Age by Comedy Greats
by Gabe Henry
This collection of humorous haikus about modern life features contributions from comedians such as Jerry Seinfeld, Michael Ian Black, Aubrey Plaza, Margaret Cho, and Maria Bamford.

Live Right and Find Happiness (Although Beer is Much Faster)
by Dave Barry
Barry’s latest collection reflects on his granddaughter’s learning permit, the behaviors of men in his hometown, and the loneliness of being a high-school nerd.

Everything Reminds Me of Something: Advice, Answers...But No Apologies
by Adam Carolla
The bestselling comedian returns to respond and rant on real questions about life and love, careers and cars, and everything else from fans and famous friends.

The World Deserves My Children
by Natasha Leggero
The stand-up comedian presents a laugh-out-loud funny collection of essays on being a mom that explores themes like geriatric motherhood, parenting in an environmental panic, fear, and love.

How to Be Perfect
by Michael Schur
A hilarious, thought-provoking guide to living an ethical life, drawing on 2,500 years of deep thinking from around the world.

You'll Never Believe What Happened to Lacey
by Amber Ruffin
The writer and performer from Late Night with Seth Meyers shares anecdotes about their absurd everyday experiences with racism.